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From this conference:






Aspire study; NRENs should do more
than pure networking
NREN campus involvement is a good
thing
Will the next 10 years represent more
change than the 10 last ones?
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History


Traditionally: NRENs are well reputated
Network Infrastructure Builders, represents
more or less the ”Gold Standard of
Networking”. We have a long, proud and
successful history, starting with connecting the
campuses together.
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Further on, NRENs:










Is a collaborative oriented open community
Have a close relationsship with the HPC community,
which also have been moving into storage of big
amounts of research data. HPC has been a big driver
for NREN growth..
Have developed and delivering new high class services
to our user community, for instance AAI and SIP.
Are doing common purchasing
And much more ….
Have many similarities but also some differences

Overall tendency; we are moving upwards layer wise – but at the
same time a lot is also going on outside our community
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A snapshot of the UNINETT IP network
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Typical NREN network characteristics








High capacity, both shared IP and lambda services
Highly resilient due to multiple paths, connections and routers,
because of:
 Users are increasingly demanding persistent network services –
no downtime whatsoever.	
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 Pretty frequent line outages due to vulnerable fiber
infrastructure, power outages, planned maintenance etc. This
must not affect the users.	

BGP and IS-IS/OSPF glues the network(s) together and
controls rerouting and load balancing
Routing policy may also be optimized for lowest latency.
Cooperation between campus networks and NREN is getting
more frequent i several countries.

UNINETT vs Campus












Close cooperation for 20 years
SAMSON, KOMPAKT, GigaCampus and @campus
programmes run by UNINETT with contributions from
several campus ICT departments.
End-to-end focus: enhancing and matching NREN and
campus networks functionality and bringing capacity,
functionality and stability to the end user.
Tools for campus operations have been developed
and deployed,
SIP Infrastructure rollout happens now
The new eCampus programme rolls out collaboration
tools.
This cooperation is still much wanted  !
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Some trends observed in the campus area








Consolidation processes on melting regional colleges into
bigger units. Some successes, some failures (politically).
Consolidation of ICT-services on the national level has
happened in a big scale, especially in the administrative
domain where nation specific cost effective solutions are
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important.
We’re only in the beginng of offering collaboration services
(eCampus), which have a potential on producing big amounts
of data (video).
Students are teachers are using LMS-es and various cloud
services for their daily work, but in a fragmented and
incoherent way. Security aspects seem to be unassessed
and ICT depts have varying degree of control of what’s going
on …

System infrastructure on campus, some
recent findings and impressions








How local services and data infrastructure are set up
varies. Lack of risk assessments and implemented
security policies, for instance; single instance file
servers and the backup system are in the same room.
There seem to be a need for solid storage services
and caretaking of an increasing volume of data.
Loosing data permanently is much worse than an
network outage. (No SLA can bring back permanently
lost data).
Many of our customers are in a need of a high
performance remote backup system now!
Some users seem to trust cloud service providers
”unconditionally”.
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So, we need to ask: should most services
and data then be moved to The Cloud?
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…and do the users then need the NRENs as
we know them?

Some questions






Will local storage disappear? Probably not; big
research data sets and scientific measurements, HDvideos, music production subtracks etc. should most
likely be stored close to where they are beeing
generated or processed because of latency.
Will more data be moved to the cloud? Yes, but most
likely “small data” - like documents, tweets, photos etc.
Or more big data that seldom will be modified,
eventually just read.
Are we aware of all aspects of lock-in, jurisdiction,
persistence, where data are stored, good enough
encryption, if key escrow exists etc etc when we
outsource?
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Is there a market segment in the
academic communitywhere NRENs
could offer:









Massive high capacity storage and streaming
service
High availability (HA) due to large 24/7 user
community
Long term storage / archiving
High Performance - scalability
Low latency between server and client
Conformance with national law, regulations,
practice, special needs, security policies.

… as good as we build our networks
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Future map of data residence?


Data and Information produced are
stored in a well balanced mix of storage
systems residing on:
The user’s own devices	

 Campus systems	

 NREN hosted systems	

 The Cloud	





Will this be tied together somehow?
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High Availability (HA) is important






Users don’t accept outages.
Outages cost time and money – large user
groups
We need do to planned and scheduled service
and maintenance operations on any
infrastructure.
Server and storage infrastructure do fail and
can be subject to disasters. Unplanned
recovery of a PetaByte storage will take long
long time …
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High Availability misconceptions






Cloud(s)
Virtual Hardware
Active/Passive
Backup
Mirrored hardware
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What High Availability more likely is









Multi instance services
Physical and geographical distribution of
data and instances in a way that is
congruent with the physical network in an
intelligent way
Continuous replication of data
Seamless and rapid handover and recovery
Forgiving and self repairing synchronization
mechanisms
Maintenance friendly
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Our first HA experiment, Etherpad HA
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List of some home grown stateful HAsystems using anycast og BGP signalling
Service

Status

Desc

Dike

Production

3 instances of mailfiltering

SIP Backend

Production

Keep track of SIP signalling activity, 3 instances

Common
Frontend

Production

Service announcer and dispatcher. Signals BGP to18
the network and controls which instance to use per
request in a coherent way.

FEIDE-HA

Experiment

Multi instance identity service

Etherpad

Experiment

Multi instance collaborative writing tool

Variations

Experiment

Multi instance music research system

Cloudstor-HA

Experiment

Multi instance FileSender

WebDAV-HA

Concept

File service using Common FrontEnd and MooseFS

Building blocks for creating cost
effective network based HA services.









Anycast
Using routing protocols to signal an
instance's availability
Standard hardware
Horizontal scaling
As little rewriting of code as possible
Common FrontEnds
SDN and OpenFlow seem to be very
interresting technologies in this field.
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NANSen initiative, fall 2012









Consortium initially consisting of UNINETT and
the largest universities to establish Norwegian
Academic Network Cloud Services.
Both home grown and commercial software to be
run on specific sites.
Focus on High Availability, recilience and
persistent data household.
Efficient utilization on existing site resources
Tightly integration with network capabilities (fault
tolerance mechanisms, optimization of latency
issues, network topology concious services)
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Some conclusions






”The Cloud” is great, especially for small data,
but some overall control and security policies
may be needed. NRENs could also offer cloud
services.
NRENs should primarly build future services
on top of what we’re good at, technology wise
and culture wise.
High Capacity, High Performance and High
Availability storage and streaming as
persistent services could be an integral part of
the NREN’s network services!
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Thanks !
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